Strongwall's special design grabs hold of mortar four ways for the strongest bond available...with over 300% more gripping power than plain reinforcing. Quality mortar cannot be effective if your reinforcing material doesn't do its job. MidSTATES Strongwall Masonry Reinforcing is engineered to grip mortar better, four ways.

1. Strongwall side rods are knurled on four sides. The rough, indented surface gives better bonding power...better gripping.

2. Cross bars are welded over side rods as recommended by National Bureau of Standards and Corps of Engineers allowing mortar to flow around reinforcing.

3. Side rods are also deformed with a series of 10-degree bends which work together with knurling to give Strongwall its superior grip.

4. Cross bars extend \( \frac{1}{8} \) inch beyond the side rods giving more bonding surface and distributing stresses more evenly across the weld. For full details on MidSTATES STRONGWALL LADDER TYPE MASONRY WALL REINFORCING, send for our illustrated catalog. Truss type reinforcing is also available. Write for complete information.

STRONGWALL Reinforcing Grips Masonry Walls Four Ways!

MidSTATES WIRE

MID-STATES STEEL and WIRE COMPANY / Southwest Branch: Sherman, Texas
Home Offices: Crawfordsville, Indiana /_branches in Jacksonville, Fla., Greenville, Miss.
High absorption . . . low transmission

Sound control . . . a major problem to be considered in any structure where noise is a big factor. The lightweight aggregate in block by Louisiana Concrete Products, Inc., provides the necessary traps to diffuse sound waves, and thus reduce the noise level within a room. In addition, the high density of the block itself forms a natural barrier to keep noise transmission from one room to another extremely low.

"SOUND" construction is yours with block by Louisiana Concrete. Just another reason why more and more new office buildings, nursing homes, apartments, motels, hospitals, industrial plants, schools, structures of all types designed to hold people, are going up today—in record time—from plans which specify concrete block.

LOUISIANA CONCRETE PRODUCTS INC.

BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
4747 Choctaw Drive

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA
5401 France Road

PORT ALLEN, LOUISIANA
Louisiana Highway 1

LACRETE, INC.
LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA
2101 Common St.
How to Write and Talk Architecture

After years of hacking through etymological thickets of learned architectural prose, we have hit upon a sure-fire method for converting frustration into fulfillment. Called the Archi-phrase Projector, this system employs a lexicon of 30 carefully chosen Banal-Semantic (B-S) words, all gleaned from one article in an architectural magazine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column 1</th>
<th>Column 2</th>
<th>Column 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 out-moded</td>
<td>0 conceptual</td>
<td>0 synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 disassociated</td>
<td>1 architectural</td>
<td>1 obsolescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 capricious</td>
<td>2 esthetic</td>
<td>2 viability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 systematic</td>
<td>3 stylistic</td>
<td>3 interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 imperial</td>
<td>4 chronological</td>
<td>4 cybernetization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 technological</td>
<td>5 analogous</td>
<td>5 milieu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 inductive</td>
<td>6 eclectic</td>
<td>6 habitat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 intuitive</td>
<td>7 environment</td>
<td>7 planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 functional</td>
<td>8 socio-economic</td>
<td>8 ingenuity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 behavioral</td>
<td>9 anachronistic</td>
<td>9 criteria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The procedure is simple. Think of any three-digit number, then select the corresponding BS-word from each column. For instance, number “973” produces “behavioral environment interaction,” a phrase that can be dropped into virtually any article or report with that ring of decisive, knowledgeable authority. No one will have the slightest idea of what you are talking about, but the important thing is that they’re not about to admit it.

J. Buchanan Blitch, AIA
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The Second Battle of New Orleans

By Mark Lowrey, AIA Architect

November, 1968

The controversy surrounding the proposed Interstate Expressway along the historic riverfront of the New Orleans French Quarter (the nationally beloved Vieux Carre) has now reached the point where Federal officials of the Department of Transportation must make their inevitable, final decisions; i.e., whether or not they are going to approve it for 90% Federal funding. Conservationists throughout the nation and indeed throughout the world have fought valiantly and persistently to awaken the taxpaying public to this incredible threat to the national architectural and historic heritage. It soon will be seen what effect their efforts have had upon the Federal Bureau of Public Roads and the Louisiana Department of Highways.

New Orleans commercial interests have not yet discovered that "Preservation is Good Business." Blessed with the accidental treasure of an intact 18th and 19th Century European settlement in the city's very heart, a magnet which creates a tourist and convention industry grossing almost $200,000,000 annually, they would willingly and carelessly destroy it in a dubious pursuit of progress. At the same time they turn their backs on the potential of an urban riverfront development of commercial, residential, and recreational facilities, in full view of the teeming port and the majestic sweep of the Mississippi, at the spot where the Crescent City was founded 250 years ago. As their recommended solution to interstate traffic problems, they offer a six-lane, hundred-foot-wide, elevated freeway closely paralleling the streets of the Vieux Carre and unique Jackson Square, loathe to admit a twenty-year-old planning error that could deface the City of New Orleans for all time.

In an age when technology seems to run roughshod over common human sense, and when billions of tax dollars are bled into urban monuments to mobility, with total disregard to valuable parklands, recreational areas, and historic landmarks, Congress has heard the rumblings from New Orleans and elsewhere. It has enacted laws that on the surface offer cause for optimism. These laws direct the Bureau of Public Roads to present every evidence of alternative design efforts that might "minimize" damage to

(Continued on Page 18)
Jury Comments:
Gracefully simple and economical. Just the right touch for recreational use.

Owner's Program:
The Thibodaux Jaycees in 1966 selected as their major contribution to the City of Thibodaux, Louisiana, the development of the picnic area in Pel­tier Municipal Park. Since this area was very poorly equipped, unattractive and greatly needed by the community, the Jaycees decided to build a Picnic Shelter and a Children's Play Tower during the first phase of its park development program.

During the planning and construction phases of these structures, Steve Gos­sen, AIA, was president of the Jaycee Chapter and Richard Weimer, AIA, was the secretary. These two architects were largely responsible for the initial planning, the promotion, the design and the construction of the project.

All work, including the planning and construction was done by unskilled Jaycees on their own time. The program set-up for the architects was as follows:
1. Simplicity of design so that structures could be built by unskilled laborers
2. Should establish a design standard for future construction
3. Maintenance free and hurricane resistant
4. Flexible and safe
5. Tower to provide imaginative child play
6. Budget $3,000.00
7. Place structures on site without disrupting the existing master plan

Solution:
In their solution, the architects used a modified post and beam system.

Materials selected were concrete, concrete blocks, steel, rough sawn red­wood and hand split cedar shingles.

Cost:
The total cost of the project for materials only was $2,594.00. The construction labor was performed by the Jaycee members on a voluntary basis.

Stephen Gossen and Richard Weimer are with the firm of Picou & Gossen, AIA in Thibodaux, Louisiana and are members of the Louisiana Coastal Chapter.
New Zonolite® fire-rated constructions can save you thousands of dollars on your next building!

With Zonolite's specifications, it is a simple matter to select the lightest, most inexpensive fire-rated constructions appropriate to your building design.

The rated systems cover every aspect of building where fireproofing is needed: girders, beams, columns, roof decks, walls, floors, and ceilings. New lightweight composite steel floor and composite beam assemblies are included.

Although many of these recent, rated assemblies are not known to the entire industry as yet, they have already been responsible for cutting millions of tons of unnecessary weight from existing buildings, and millions of dollars of unnecessary construction costs.

As you will quickly see, they can reduce total building weight and costs for you, too, while giving your buildings total fire protection.

For complete information, burn along dotted line and mail coupon today.

Zonolite Division, W. R. Grace & Co.
Dept. 0000
Merchandise Mart Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60654

Gentlemen: Please send me complete information on Zonolite's Total Fire Protection the Lightweight, Inexpensive Way. I am particularly interested in fire-rated assemblies for:

(name of job)

NAME
TITLE
FIRM
ADDRESS
CITY   STATE   ZIP
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The variable nature of color makes it one of the most fascinating and frustrating tools of the architect. It eludes systematic formulas because there are so many variables and because it is so completely relative to its surroundings. In practical application a few fundamental problems occur frequently. It may be helpful to examine them as well as our methods of working with color.

We can not consider color without light because we see it by virtue of light. In a darkened room we may be able to distinguish only value relationships in terms of white, grey and black. With increased light we begin to see individual hues and color intensity (saturation). Adequate illumination is necessary to develop subtle color relations but there is also an optimum level beyond which we begin to “wash out” or lose detail.

The quality of the light source also affects our perception of color. We have a great variety of lamps today that vary in their spectral characteristics. Most of us are well adapted to incandescent light because we use it extensively in our homes and its warmth is closer to what we think of as daylight. But even daylight varies with atmospheric interference as we notice on a “grey,” overcast day or in the light of the setting sun. Through experience we have learned to compensate for the deficiency of incandescent lamps in the cool area of the spectrum. We are less well adapted to fluorescent light despite its widespread application. Here we find a greater variety of lamps used but equally important is their lack of focus or beam, which fails to develop the color quality inherent in textures. Wood grain and stone masonry, for example, appear flat and lifeless. Few people think of shadow as color but by contrast it gives richness to our textures.

Color selections must be made under lighting conditions similar to those under which they will be used. Often this is ignored in the office when we choose colors and materials under an even fluorescent light for exterior finishes which will be subjected to the strong light and shadows of natural daylight.

I have mentioned that color is completely relative to its surroundings. This is the most fundamental aspect of its nature. We normally do not see an isolated color except under specially controlled conditions. We see color in relation to other colors and to shapes and textures. Most of us have done elementary exercises where we have taken small areas of the same color and by the choice of backgrounds have made the original color appear to be quite different, without completely knowing why. What occurs is that the background color tends to subtract its hue and its darkness or lightness from the small area. A red violet will appear more red on a blue ground and bluer on a red ground. A middle grey will appear lighter on a dark ground and darker on a light ground. A more revealing experiment is shown in plate no. 1, where we take two very different colors, in this instance greys, and by the choice of grounds make them appear as one color. Gradually we realize the roles that light and color intensity, as well as hue, play. With experience one can predict the result within a narrow range.

An amateur photographer may note with some surprise that a photograph of a white boat appears blue or a white building may appear green due to the reflected light from grass areas. The average person is not aware that part of the building is green because he sees various aspects of it, and experiences it as a white building. But in a more restricted setting reflected color can shift the initial color to a point that may be objectionable or less effective. An example might be an interior space where reflections from a strong floor color will shift delicate wall colors.

Changing size or area of color is a frequent source of deception in relation to varying spatial conditions. In some of our experiments we restrict size in order to intensify a particular color phenomenon but we also explore color at various scales to understand how area affects color relationships. A designer can easily create a beautiful and subtle scheme with small swatches of color and materials that will be ineffective at a larger
By Anna Campbell Bliss

Anna Campbell Bliss, Architect and consultant on color and interiors, received her B.A. from Wellesley College, then later graduated from the Harvard Graduate School of Design with a B. Architecture. She was a visiting lecturer in color at the University of Utah and has lectured widely on the subject.

Plate 1

scale. Colors will be too strong or too weak for the space involved. Having narrowed the range of our selections it is advisable to test large samples for ultimate lighting and spatial conditions.

As our understanding of color interaction increases so does our skepticism about many of the tenets we have accumulated along the way. We have been told that warm colors advance and cool colors recede with some degree of support from the physicist who can measure the spectral energy of individual colors. We find in practice that we can make warm colors appear cool and cool colors warm by the choice of adjacent colors. In similar ways we can make warm colors recede and cool colors advance. The basic reason is that hue alone does not determine the spatial position of a color. Contrasts of light and color intensity are equally important. All that we can accurately say is that warm and cool are relative terms for colors and under certain conditions warm colors tend to advance spatially while cool colors tend to recede.

The factors I have mentioned enter into the optical mixing of color. Most designers are familiar with the paintings of the impressionists and particularly the pointillists, Seurat and Signac. It is not surprising that Chevreul, a chemist working with tapestries, first formulated the basis for optical mixing which inspired the painters. If we look closely at a small swatch of richly woven fabric, we can see the wonderful interplay of colored threads. At a distance of 5 or 10 feet, depending on the scale of the weave, the colors merge and establish an overall tonality. There is more than one kind of experience of the fabric depending on our viewing distance. The overall color quality may be very different from the individual colors used.

Optical mixing is not limited to fabrics but enters into materials selection for terrazzo, tiles and other finishes. One can see evidences in every city of that period of architectural enthusiasm for multi-colored tile walls. Unfortunately the architects did not fully understand the examples they so admired in Venice, Rome and Ravenna. The interior lighting of those early churches is very different from our high levels of interior illumination or the exacting quality of daylight. More recent designs have failed to consider the viewing distance for the size and spacing of units.

With brick and stone masonry, architects often work at the extremes of mechanical perfection of uniform elements or garnish combinations of undigested color mixing. Examining some of the old colonial buildings we find a great range of colors blended with skill to avoid sharp contrasts or the development of strong patterns. Greater variety of coursing is used to take advantage of the variations in baking of headers and stretchers. The size of brick joints is held to a minimum to avoid competition with the brick coloring.

Color as it is affected by texture and surface qualities may trouble the designer, when trying to match or closely relate quite different materials. A simple problem of texture is the design of a carpet. We can take a supply of wool in one color and have it made up in six different weaves resulting in half a dozen slightly different color samples. The area of the wool in shadow and the variation between cut ends and the sides of the yarn will affect the color. Matching is again a problem of overall tonality rather than the color of the individual thread.

Our knowledge of color and color interaction comes from many different sources, psychology, physiology, physics and the experimentation of painters and others working in the visual arts. Although we have a concrete body of knowledge, the formulation of rules is generally inaccurate due to the many factors involved and the extreme variations under which colors are viewed. An understanding of its nature and experience with its use are both necessary to achieve desired results. I have discussed briefly the influence of light sources, color interaction, optical mixing and color matching. These are only limited facets of the subject but are perhaps the areas most pertinent for the architect's consideration.
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Pari

This ancient seat of culture and history is, in addition, one of Louisiana's most interesting pieces of architecture. It was built about 1750 of cypress, mud, and moss, a rare relic of the type of construction known as "bousillage."

Generous in scale and simple in plan with a completely encircling gallery, it is distinguished by exquisite detailing of doorways, ceiling moldings, and medallions. These were carved by slave labor of native cypress instead of the usual cast plaster.

The building faces False River, a horseshoe shaped cut-off lake formerly a part of the Mississippi River. Originally built by indigo planter Marquis Vincent de Tenant on a land grant from the French crown, it has housed eight or nine generations of his descendants, including the present generation. The history of this family is a fascinating story in itself and much of it can be read in the incredible collection of original furnishings and paintings still there.

The building was restored after years of neglect by Mr. and Mrs. Walter Charles Parlange shortly after World War I.

JOHN DESMOND, FAIA
Comment:
The choice of site is significant as a manifestation of the true involvement of the student in the Social Problems of our time.

Winner of a $100.00 savings bond and the rotating plaque for his school.

JOHN A. CHRESTIA
University of Southwestern Louisiana

Heeding the new cries of students for individual identification and social involvement on and off campus, this module finds its life at the urban center. Located in the heart of New Orleans it involves its students in the social, cultural, and financial functions which are the heart beat of the city. The school becomes uniquely "New Orleans" through the extensive use of existing Victorian cottages. Although some new structures are required, they would reflect the character of the location and existing buildings.

The plan achieves its modular character thru the use of Victorian cottages which are very abundant in certain areas of the city. The four square block plan may be repeated within such areas. The campus may also grow by extending into neighboring blocks. As shown in plan, the use of these houses as apartments, classrooms, offices and lecture halls illustrates their versatility. Because of their basic shape and size they are easily moveable if necessary.

The School is strictly pedestrian in scale because of the existing location of the houses and their relationships to the surroundings. The regular city block serves as a functional part of the campus while not losing its character as a part of the neighborhood or section of the city.

The typical four block plan centers around the academic functions which are located near the center corners of the blocks. This location mirrors the basic purpose for both students and teachers to be brought together—education.

The basic cost of the plant would remain quite low because both land and existing buildings would be put into use. To retain the character of the cottages and the suite only minor interior and exterior alterations would be carried out.
Can an architect who designs a single home for you give you a bigger and better-equipped house than a mass builder?

The answer, perhaps surprisingly, is no, says The American Institute of Architects.

The custom-designed and custom-built house is not the answer for many people.

A large family with a small budget may be better off buying a large, older house with the kind of space that is expensive to buy these days. A family that faces periodic or unexpected moves may do better to buy a house not too closely tailored to individual tastes.

And there is another hard fact to face: The mass builder can or should be able to provide more enclosed space for the money than anyone, regardless of his skill, can match on a single-house basis.

Because he is in competition with other builders in a generally affluent society, the mass builder can also be expected to provide the latest available kitchen, plumbing, air conditioning, and electrical service. The best builders, who almost always use architects for site planning and house design, can provide all of these things and good design, too.

The Unique Quality

The family that retains an architect to design a single house for it can and should look for something else: The special delight and compatibility of environment that comes from a house which has been designed to accommodate and enhance one family's particular way of life.

In brief, you shouldn't ask an architect to give you what many others can offer. But he is uniquely equipped to give you what no one else can supply.

If this is what you want, the all-important first steps are to find an architect and a site — preferably in that order. How do you find the right man?

One architect says: "By his work you will know him." The advice is sound; by looking through community newspapers, checking magazines, investigating houses that look outstanding, asking friends, and checking with acquaintances in the building industry, you will come up with the names of several architects. The next move is to make an appointment with the architect and tell him, frankly, what you want and what you have to spend on it.

At the same time, you can ask for information about houses he has done so that you can look at them and ask the owners about him.

How Do You Live?

It is very important for both you and the architect to determine early in the game whether you like each other and are likely to get along together throughout the all-important conceptual period.

Knowing how to deal with the architect is equally important. To design a house that suits your living pattern best, he needs to know as much as possible about how your family lives and moves, what it does, what it likes and dislikes. Is the family close-knit? Does it thrive on proximity and conversation? Or do its members value individual privacy? Do you object to cooking smells or is the family likely to congregate in or near the kitchen? Are family members sensitive to noise and early-morning light? The answers to all of these questions will suggest certain architectural decisions, influence the positioning of spaces, determine whether certain rooms should be located close to or separated from other rooms, dictate an open plan or call for considerable partitioning, to name a few considerations.

This kind of information is far more useful to the designer than swatches of cloth, color charts, and tear-outs from residential magazines.

When the architect brings in his preliminary drawings, the prospective owner must gird up his courage and say frankly and directly whether he likes them or not. Withholding a candid opinion at this stage will only result in unhappiness or require later and expensive changes.

Building Process

After the preliminary drawings are approved, working drawings will be made and a book of specifications will be presented by the architect. It will then be time to choose a builder. The architect can help you make the choice and suggest what should and should not be in the contract. He will act throughout as your agent, and as a professional consultant, take no fee or compensation from anything or anyone but you insofar as your project is concerned.

The architect will normally make periodic visits to the building site and advise you as to the progress and competence of the work being done.

Sometimes architects will receive a flat fee, but generally they are paid a set percentage of the construction cost. This is likely to vary from place to place and man to man; the range is generally between 10 and 15 per cent.

Having your own house designed and built is not a simple process. It will make considerable demands on your time, imagination, and pocketbook.

But, if you have chosen your architect well, it can be a unique and revealing experience, one that will be followed by another and even more rewarding experience—living in a home which has been planned only for you and the kind of life you want to live.
There's nothing new or exciting about brick schoolhouses... except... Double Wall Systems by Acme Brick.

Brick wall outside. Brick wall inside. Put them together and gain double helpings of:

**BEAUTY.** The color, texture and pattern of interior brick walls create a classroom environment that invites better attendance, better attention.

**QUIETNESS.** Brick Double Walls provide improved sound control that makes it easier for teachers to teach, easier for students to learn.

**ECONOMY.** Brick placed back-to-back provide superior insulative qualities that hold down heating/cooling costs. And the more brick you have, the less work there is for the maintenance crew.

**PERMANENCE.** Brick's warm beauty endures. It's there for everyone to enjoy. Now. And generations from now.

**SAVINGS.** Construction is simpler because you have fewer crafts to coordinate. Faster, too, because the walls are finished when you top them out.

Nothing new about brick schoolhouses? Don't you believe it! Write for literature on Acme Brick Double Wall Systems. Technical assistance is yours for the asking.
Five reasons

why you will want terrazzo

1. Economy—For Terrazzo, initial cost without replacements plus minimum upkeep costs over a period of years, usually is less than initial cost plus replacements and higher upkeep costs for other types of floors.

2. Comfort—Finished Terrazzo is easy to walk on. It is inherently non-slip in nature and provides a safe walkway surface.

3. Cleanliness—Terrazzo has a smooth, jointless surface which cleans easily, and thus is sanitary and aseptic. It can be sealed so as to be practically non-absorbent.

4. Color and Design—Terrazzo has warmth and beauty. You may specify any design you wish—pictorial or geometric—in virtually any combination of colors.

5. Dependable Installation—This Association's objective is to see that your Terrazzo installations turn out exactly as you want them.
By WILLIAM R. BROCKWAY  
AIA Architect

Living in Louisiana, our opportunities for outdoor living, recreation and working are considerably greater than in most of the rest of the country. I don’t know that any surveys have ever been made of the percentage of our waking hours spent out-of-doors, but I am certain that we spend enough time outside to make the design of our outside living spaces a worthwhile investment.

Of course, the very best way to approach the planning of outside spaces is to employ a qualified landscape architect. These professionals have the specialized knowledge and training to develop landscape plans specifically suited to the individual property, owner, usage and budget. However, whether you landscape your own property or retain a professional, the design procedure is the same.

First, you write a program. Make a complete list of everything you plan to do out-of-doors and everything you want your design to do for you. A typical program might include the following: outdoor seating and dining; children’s play areas; work and laundry drying areas; garage for cars, bicycles, wheel toys; sun and wind protection; screening from streets, unsightly views, neighbors; gardens for viewing, for flowers and vegetables, etc. You get the idea?

Be Practical

Be practical. Don’t include any features which you do not need or will not use. For instance, don’t plan extensive flower beds, requiring constant maintenance unless you really are a gardener, or can afford to hire one.

Next, draw a plan of the house and lot to a convenient scale, say 1/8” to the foot, showing interior room arrangements and permanent features, such as power poles and trees. This need not be artistic, but it should be accurate.

You now have the information necessary to develop a landscape plan. Using tracing paper overlays, try to locate on the plan the features listed in the program. Do not attempt to draw them in detail at first. Just figure out in which part of the lot they belong. Common sense will dictate most locations. Examine these sketch plans to see if there is easy access between related landscape areas and house areas. Do the same thing with relation to the street and neighboring property.

Do the spots you have picked take full advantage of the sun, prevailing breezes in summer, cold winds in winter, shade from trees and the house, in the morning and in the evening? Are unsightly features screened from view? Are attractive features placed so they can be enjoyed from inside the house? If not, scrap it. Be ruthless! Start over. It is only by this type of introspection that a really good, workable plan can be developed. Keep at it until you are sure it is right. This is the single most difficult part of planning for non-professionals, and it must be done right.

Assuming that you have now a plan which places all the landscaping features to best advantage on your lot, the next step is to design the features themselves.

Two Categories

This area of landscape design falls into two broad categories: construction and planting. The design considerations for each are similar. First, you must decide what the object (or planting) is to do; then you must design (or select) it to accomplish its purpose, bearing in mind its relation to the whole.

Construction materials should be selected for durability, ease of maintenance and compatibility with the house and the rest of the landscape. This usually means redwood, cedar, cypress, masonry, concrete and non-rusting metals. Construction may take the form of paving, steps, fences, benches, garden shelters, barbecues, play equipment, raised beds, etc. Plans and details are available from home and garden magazines and building materials dealers. The important thing to remember though is that this is your lot, and whatever you build on it should be tailored to suit it and you.

Planting materials may be selected for size, form, color, growing habit and adaptability to growing conditions. Don’t attempt to grow acid-loving, fibrous-rooted, shady area plants such as camellias and azaleas in tight clay alkaline soil in the full sun. Stick to plants that are suitable to the location and which create the particular visual effect you are seeking. Help in selecting plants is available from most nurseriesmen, the U. S. Department of Agriculture and LSU.

Given enough study, any piece of property can be converted to a functional and practical outdoor living space, and it need not be expensive, either. The magic ingredient is design.
important natural and man-made assets before final Federal funding is approved. As a matter of fact, however, preconceived routes for roadways have very rarely been changed, and token design alternatives have merely attempted to prove that huge trans-city Interstate traffic arteries really do little harm to human values. The freeways through Overton Park in Memphis and Brackenridge Park in San Antonio are two flagrant examples of ultimate Federal concern.

Apparently the "minimum damage" theory is to be applied to the Vieux Carre. Mr. Lowell Bridwell, Federal Highway Administrator, inherited the riverfront route from his predecessor, who had approved it. In strict application of the law, he has delayed final action for more than a year to permit alternate design feasibility studies. Mr. Bridwell proposes a dip to grade-level along Jackson Square, at a cost appreciably higher than the elevated structure. The project's opponents contend that the grade-level segment still will do serious harm, forming as it will a positive barrier between Jackson Square and the Mississippi. They insist, furthermore, that it still will usurp the valuable land so vital to a future, more enlightened, riverfront development.

Mr. Bridwell now promises a complete presentation of alternatives to the Mayor and City Council of New Orleans in November. These officials, presumably, are to pass judgment on his compromise proposal. Should they reject it, he could approve the elevated design or reject the project entirely. Should they accept it, he would be forced to tell the public that half a loaf is better than outright starvation.

Crums, though, will not calm the natives in this instance. Too many know the results of a Demonstration Grant Study of the Vieux Carre financed by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (still to be released to the public, although completed more than a year ago), which recommended stronger legal protection against commercial encroachment, along with a coherent development of the river's edge. Too many agree with the Secretary of the Interior, who thinks this expressway appalling. In their hands, legally suspended until Mr. Bridwell speaks, is the two-edged sword of a lawsuit in Federal Court, originally filed in 1966, designed to strike the expressway its final deathblow or to end forever the farcical pretension that the Vieux Carre is a protected area. This suit asks first for a Declaratory Judgment, recognizing the expressway as a breach of the intent of Louisiana Law. A 1936 amendment to the Louisiana Constitution makes the protection of the "quaint and distinctive character" of the Vieux Carre a state and city responsibility. Should this judgment be denied, a Fourteenth Amendment appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court will establish whether or not the owners of private property, who have had to comply with the severe restrictions placed upon construction and renovation in the French Quarter, are being subjected to unjust and illegal discrimination. A landmark decision is in the offing. The Second Battle of New Orleans looms, with serious portents for the nation.

In this classic conflict between the highwaymen and the conservationists, the central issue is just how much "minimum damage" an American city can tolerate in its breakneck quest for "progress." The salient point is that one tree does not make a forest, and that one last lone column does not make a Parthenon.
Portland Cement Association

Concrete roof systems. While for the literature meet all industrial and commercial needs, the chart below shows some common concrete roof systems can be economically and efficiently designed to meet production layouts. Concrete roof systems must be designed to meet specific occupancy requirements. The roof and its column spans must be designed to support the weight of the roof and its supports are especially important. The selection of roof type and the selection of its supports are especially important. Since the roof system is such a basic factor in most industries or one-story buildings, it can provide concrete estimators a basis to look into cost and other considerations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low Depths</th>
<th>Moderate to High Loads</th>
<th>Design and Cost Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Folded Plate</td>
<td>Hyperbolic Paraboloid</td>
<td>Pressed, Smooth Acrylic, and Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20' to 100'</td>
<td>20' to 100'</td>
<td>30' to 150'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25' to 60'</td>
<td>20' to 100'</td>
<td>15' to 30'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Structural design considerations:
- Concrete roof systems are in the $1.00 to $3.00 per square foot range. Costs.
- In most cases, concrete roof systems are in the $1.00 to $3.00 per square foot range. Costs.
- In evaluating structural costs, the roof system is a basic factor, and its square-foot price is

Prepared by Portland Cement Association

Concrete roof systems
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PORETTE
Seamless - Resilient Flooring

Durable — Resilient — Permanent Bond — Infinite Variety —
Design Versatility — Installed only by trained applicators —
Written Unconditional Guarantee — Manufacturing Plant in
Baton Rouge —

Distributed By:
Southern Floor Company, Inc.
822 Neosho St., Baton Rouge, La. 70802
(504) 348-5161

JNO. WORNER & SON, INC.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE

DISTRIBUTORS OF
YALE LOCKS AND HARDWARE
SARGENT LOCKS AND HARDWARE
SCHLAGE LOCKS

401-405 DECATUR STREET • P. O. BOX 2563 • NEW ORLEANS, LA. 70130
PHONE 529-2592

TITAN-ALOY
The maintenance free metal.
Economical and immediately available.

Or call or write ...
DOUG HARPER
(318) 868-5374
P. O. Box 5202
Shreveport, La. 71105

CENTRAL
CREOSOTING CO., INC.
Route 1, Sloughter, Louisiana
Baton Rouge - 342-9793
Clinton - 683-8297

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY

For positive protection against termites and decay, use WOL-MANIZED pressure-treated lumber anywhere wood is near the ground or in contact with masonry—Get full details from your builder or architect.

DAVE GLEASON
1766 Nicholson Dr.
Phone 342-8989
Baton Rouge, La.
Colonel LaMatt showed Sam Gould a thing of beauty, too!

A Ruud Copper Sanimaster, of course! With Colonel LaMatt, what else? And Mr. Gould heartily agrees. Mr. Gould owns and operates the eight Gould’s Beauty Salons in the Greater Memphis area. Hot water is vital to him—not only hot, but accurately controlled in temperature. Colonel LaMatt’s team of water heater specialists recommended Ruud Copper Sanimasters, and for years they’ve been delivering an unfailing supply, at exactly the temperatures the beauty operators and their customers demand. Without trouble. And they’ve saved Mr. Gould dollars by functioning dependably and economically.

All over the South business and industry profit by Colonel LaMatt’s advice on hot water problems—this has been going on for 32 years. LaMatt men have the training and the answers: Ruud Copper Sanimasters work more efficiently, last longer, and reduce your operating costs. Whether your water heater problem is big or small, let Colonel LaMatt help you. Call 522-9991, area code 504, collect TODAY.

LAUETT AGENCY, INC.

SAVE MONEY! LEASE RUUD WATER HEATERS for Apartments / Coin Operated Laundries / Commercial Installations
ST. PAUL METHODIST CHURCH
Las Cruces, New Mexico

Project Architect: WILLIAM D. BOYD & ASSOCIATES
El Paso, Texas

Architect: NESMITH LANE & ASSOCIATES
El Paso, Texas

CHURCH IN NEW MEXICO
LAMINATED IN LOUISIANA